INTRODUCTION
Tracer grusses are used for a wide range of diagnostic techniques including leak detection 1 ' 2 and atmospheric tracing.
3 One application which hrus had a resurgence in the lrust decade is the use of tracer grusses to merusure ventilation (i.e., air flow) in buildings. 4 Ventilation is an important process in buildings because of its impact on both energy requirements and indoor air quality-both of which are topics of concern to society. Merusurement of the tracer grus concentration and source emission combined with conservation laws allows a quantitative determination of the tracer transport mechanism (i.e., a merusurement of the air flow).
The vrust majority of the ventilation merusurements made to date have involved a single-tracer grus deployed in a single zone. This technique hrus proven very useful for buildings which may be treated rus a single zone (e.g., houses) and for more complex buildings in which there are isolatable sub-sections. However, rus the need to understand more complex buildings hrus grown, tracer grus techniques that are able to treat multiple zones have been developed. 5 Multizone techniques recognize that not only does air flow between the outside and the test space, but that there are air flows between different parts (i.e., zones) of the test space and, in the complete cruse, they are able to merusure these flows.
Because of the multiple sources of randomness russociated with multizone tracer grus studies, precision may be relatively poor. However, a user of such tracer grus techniques hrus more information available to him than is contained within the data alone. This a pr£ori information can greatly improve the accuracy and precision of the merusurement if . properly combined with the data. This report will endeavor to show how to combine prior information· with the data to get an a posteriori set of air flow estimates and russociated errors that improves upon the data.
BACKGROUND
The continuity equation expresses the conservation of tracer grus. In a general multizone environment, a matrix form of the continuity equation must be used:
V·C(t) + Q(t)·C(t) = S(t)
(1.1)
For every zone of the system there will be a row in both the concentration and sourcestrength matrices. For every unique tracer grus there will be a column in those matrices. If there are N zones, the volume and air flow matrices will be square matrices of order N and the continuity equation can be rewritten with explicit indices:
.
£(vijcjk(t) + Qij(t)cjk(t))=sik(t)
(1.2)
If there are rus many tracer species rus there are zones, the problem is called complete and there will be an exact answer; we shall focus our attention to the complete problem and therefore russume that all of the matrices are square.
As Roulet 6 points out, the continuity equation is a mass balance equation and serious errors can result if it is used rus a volume balance equation unless proper precautions are taken. Accordingly, the concentrations are expressed in mruss of tracer per unit volume to russure correctness even when the density of air varies from zone to zone (e.g., if the zones are at different temperatures).
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Interpretation of Matrix Elements
Eq. 1 contains measured data and derived quantities. The measured data are the flows and concentrations of each tracer gas in each zone. Specifically, Cij' Cij• and Sij all represent the respective value of the ;"th tracer gas in the i th zone.
The volume matrix can either assumed to be independently determined or derived from the measured data. It is usually assumed (and will be herein) that the volume has been exogenously determined. For most practical purposes the volume matrix can be assumed diagonal with the individual zone volumes as the entries. If, however, there is short circuiting of the tracer source from one zone to another, it can manifest itself as an off-diagonal volume element, but the sum of each column must be equal to the (effective) physical volume of the zone.
The interpretation of the air flow matrix requires a bit more explanation. The diagonal elements, Qii• represent the total flow out of that zone to all other zones and should have positive sign. The off-diagonal elements represent the flows between zones; specifically, -Qij is flow from the ;"th zone to the ith zone. Since the flow from the ;"th zone to the ith zone can be different from the flow from the ith zone to the ;"th zone, this matrix will in general not be symmetric.
The flow matrix explicitly contains information about flows between measured zones and the total flow. If there are flows to zones other than those being measured (e.g., outside), the sum of some rows and columns of the flow matrix will be positive; and system is said to be open. If all zones of the building are monitored these flows to "elsewhere" are attributed to air exchange with the outside.
ESTIMATION OF FLOWS FROM MEASURED DATA
Inversion of eq. 1 is a straightforward mathematical problem:
If there were no uncertainty in the measured data (i.e., the concentrations and source strength), this inversion would give the corre~t (and only) answer. In any real experiment, however, there will be uncertainty in the measurements due either to instrumentation errors or other random processes. Such uncertainty can be described by a pr0babil-ity distribution as to where the true value lies. Tarantola 7 gives an excellent discourse on the issues related to the general problem of extracting model parameters from measured data.
The covariance of the data can be calculated if the uncertainties in the measured concentrations and sour~e strengths are known; 8 all of the data covariances* used herein are so calculated, but the results of this report can be used howsoever the covariance is determined. The remainder of this report assumes that the errors can be assumed to be Gaussian. This common assumption may not be strictly true for a variety of reasons (e.g., the flow and concentration values are positive definite, mixing is not a Gaussian process,
• The reader should be careful to note the number of dimensions used in the matrix notation. The air flows are naturally treated as a matrix (i.e., tensor of rank 2) which implies that the covariance "matrix" is really of rank 4. To compare with more standard treatments, the air flows could be considered as a vector and the covariance as a normal matrix. As long as it is realized that the covariance matrix has twice the dimensions of the air ftows, the matrix notation will be left general.
LBL-25772 4 etc.). For most common applications, however, the assumption is unlikely to lead to significant errors and we will use it. If the covariance of the flows are known and can be assumed Gaussian, the probability distribution for the true value is as follows:
where subscript "d" implies that the quantity is calculated directly from the data. The normalization for the probability is as follows: It should be noted that the mean, median, and maximum likelihood estimator (i.e., the mode) of the Q.istribution are all equal to .the point value as calculated by the inversion of eq. 1 (i.e.,. Qd)·
Incorporation of Prior Estimates
It is quite often the case that we have some knowledge about the result that does not come from the current data. Such a priori information is called prior knowledge or more simply referred to as the "priors". Two common examples of such prior knowledge wo.uld be an independent measurement of (some of) the same quantities, or some physical knowledge about a particular flow. If this knowledge can be expressed as mean set of air flows, QP, with (Gaussian) covariances, a P' we can combine our measured value with our prior knowledge to improve our estimate of the true value:
Even if the prior knowledge is very uncertain, its effect can only be to improve our estimate of the true values, provided we know how uncertain the prior knowledge is., This improvement can be especially useful when the problem is poorly conditioned and one or more flow elements may be extremely uncertain. Any relationship that can be expressed linearly can be reflected in the prior. If little prior knowledge is available for a particular element, any reasonable value may be used-provided that its variance is large enough to cover the bulk of its allowed range.
The frior covariance and the final covariance can. be combined to give a resolution operator which describes the quantities that are well-resolved by the data and those that LBL-25772
• are not. The resolution matrix is defined as follows:
The eigenvectors of this matrix are the linear combination of the parameters which are independently resolved by the data. The eigenvalues represent how well the data resolves those vectors: an eigenvalue of zero means that all the information about that combination came from the prior knowledge (i.e., no information in the data); while an eigenvalue of unity means that the data completely determined that combination of parameters. T>,, the square root of the eigenvalue, plays the role of a correlation coefficient in a multilinear regression in that it determines how well a quantity (Q>.) is determined by the data (as represented by ad)· Sometimes it is stated that no prior information was known about the flows. But if we interpret "no prior information" to mean that there is a large ( uncorrelated) variance on each term and that that variance is· constant for all parameters we can reduce the problem to finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the initial covariance: (9) These eigenvalues represent the variances of the ( uncorrelated) eigenvectors. This type of principal value decomposition is used in analysis of errors, but often ignores the assumptions stated above.
There are other approaches to the analysis of error for multizone tracer problems. Roulet 6 , D'Ottavio, 9 and Walker 10 have all proposed methods based on the condition number of air flow and concentration matrices. These methods do not in fact estimate the uncertainty of the air fi~w matrix, but rather they set bounds on specific errors. As such, they may be useful in estimating errors for the incomplete problem, but are not as powerful as··the principal value methods described herein.
PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE SYSTEM
The previous sections do not contain all of the information that is known about the system of equations. The flow matrix does not even contain any elements relating to flows to or from outside-which are usually the flows of most interest. To properly interpret the results more physical knowledge is needed.
Eq. 1.2 is an open set of equations; that is, there "are flows that can go to and from · "elsewhere", where "elsewhere" is usually interpreted to mean outside. These flows are inferred by assuming that there are no unaccounted for sources or sinks of tracer and that the volume of air flowing in and out of a zone is equal.
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We can make these physical assumptions more explicit by augmenting the matrices by an additional (zeroth) tracer to account for the conservation of air and zone to account for outside flows. Thus Qio represents the flow from outside to the ith zone, and Q 0 j represents the flow to outside from the jth zone, and Q 00 represents the total flow to all zones from outside.
The outside zone is different from the other zones in several ways. The outside zone must supply closure to the system so that there is no net flow of air or tracer into or out of the system. For this to be true the following conditions must be met:
which in turn implies that
and, therefore,
These three expressions then serve as defining rel~tions for the zeroth row of .there respective matrices. The zeroth row of the concentration matrix may contain any background concentration of tracer gas.
The zeroth column of the concentration matrix is the density of air in the zones:
Since the there is no addition of air to any zones,
the air flow matrix must meet the following criterion:
EQijPJ=-EVijPj i=O···N
Note that if the density of air is invariant and eq!lal in every zone, this relationship is the transpose analogue of eq. 11.
Finally, in order to continue to meet eq. 1 in the augmented style, the remammg volume terms must be zero:
Thus the outside zone is treated as a fully coupled zone with zero effective volume, but with tracer sinks.
We have then two equivalent descriptions: the set of equations defined by the eqs. 1 10 12 and 13. or the unaugmented set of equations, plus the definitions derived for tqe outside flows eqs. 11 14. Assuming that the time change of density in any zone is small, these flows can be rewritten as follows:
Either method may be used to determine the flow matrix, but since the augmented matrices are larger by one dimension, their inversion may take significantly longer. Hence, for computational efficiency it is better to use the unaugmented version.
Since these equations completely determine the flows to and from outside, the probability description of the air flow matrix need not explicitly contain them. Accordingly, the matrix represented by the symbol Q should be taken to mean the unaugmented flow matrix, with the outside flows implied by eq. 16.
Physicality Constraints
In our definition of flow matrices only certain values of individual elements represent physically meaningful values, which are reflected in the signs of the matrix elem·ents. The physicality constraints can be summarized as follows:
which when included with eqs. 16 yield the following weak condition:
Taken together eqs. 16 and 17 represent the physicality constraints on the au flow matrix.
These expressions for incorporating prior knowledge in the previous section are strictly true only for Gaussian distributions. In the case of these physicality constraints, we have some critical prior knowledge that cannot be expressed with a Gaussian covariance; specifically, we know that the true value must meet all of the physicality constraints. Although we cannot use the Gaussian expressions, we can modify the probability distribution to account for our knowledge:
'li(Q I Qd) = P(Q) c;(Qd) e -~(IIQ,Qdllr 
Thus the ( unnormalized) distribution P represents our prior knowledge. LBL-25772 (20) (21) Because the addition of the physicality constraints has truncated the erstwhile normal distribution, the mean, median, and mode will all have changed values. These values will no longer be equal to each other and none of them will be a totally unbiased estimator of the the true value. If we wish to characterize this distribution by a single parameter, any of the three, a priori, could be considered, but each has different consequences. Once the estimator has been found, however, the covariance can be calculated from it and the distribution: (22) Thus, the posterior covariance is just a simple multiple of the covariance of the original data.
The posterior variance will be minimized if the estimator is the mean of the distribution. When the initial point, Qd, is allowed and far from the (physicality) boundary, this integral will be unity and the two covariances are the same; as the initial point approaches the boundary the posterior covariance gets smaller; as the in_itial point moves . into the disallowed area, the posterior covariance gets quadratically larger. The expectation value of such posterior covariance (integrated over the distribution of initial points given a true value) is the same as the prior covariance, which suggests that the integral above plays the role of a chi-sguared statistic. Unfortunately, it does not follow a chisquared distribution. Shapiro 11 has shown that our type of distribution can be described by one which is a combination of chi-squared distributions having degrees of freedom up to the total number (i.e., fVl in our case).
The fact that the mean has minimum variance might suggest that it is the estimator of choice. For our purposes, however, the mean has several disadvantages (which will be left unproven) that make it unsuitable for use as the point estimate. The mean of our (truncated) distribution is a biased measure (i.e., on average it will tend to predict a point estimate that is slightly further away from the physicality limits than the true value). The bias is biggest when the true value is: nearest these limits. Since we expect that (for the interzonal flows) the true values will often be at the limits (i.e., there will be no interzonal flow between some zones), the mean is an inappropriate point estimate.
The median is sometimes considered an estimator because it is more robust. That is, it is less sensitive to low probability events. The median, however, is always a more biased estimate of the true value for our case than is the mean. Since the robustness of the median is not of significant usefulness to justify the increased bias, the median is not an appropriate point estimate.
In contradistinction to the mean and median, the maximum likelihood indicator "has several advantages as an estimator. By definition it is the most likely point to be the true value. Although biased, the maximum likelihood indicator is a less biased indicator than the mean for our case. Furthermore, when the initial point (i.e., Qd) is physically allowed, that initial point is the maximum likelihood indicator. Since for most tracer applications it is the point estimate rather than its variance which is most important, we choose the maximum likelihood estimator as our point estimate of the true value of the air flows.
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When the initial point is allowed no further calculation to get the maximum likelihood indicator in necessary. When the original point is physically prohibited, the determination of the estimator can be reduced to a minimization problem with bounded values where we minimize the norm: which the matrices were augmented. The augmentation procedure was not complete, but was equivalent to the one presented herein, assuming all of the air densities were constant and equal (and arbitrarily set to unity) and the concentrations were invariant. Then a matrix error propagation method that assumed small, normally distributed errors was used to find the uncertainties in the flows. Although the technique is different from. the general technique of ref. 8 , the results are equivalent for the special case of the data ·and are displayed in table 1. The errors can be calculated from the original reference. The calculation of the covariance was not done by the authors, but was done in a separate report 8 . Using our initial (i.e., uncorrected) values of the air flows and covariance matrix we can find the linear combinations of flows that make up the principal components of this data and display them in table 2.
The rows are ordered in an approximately diagonal fashion for clarity. The eigenvalue numbers indicate order of increasing variance, so that the lower numbers are the most well determined combinations and the higher numbers are the least well determined.
The coefficients have been normalized to unity. As indicated by the bold entries certain vectors are dominated by a single air flow value; as indicated by the italics certain pairs of vectors are dominated by pairs of air flows.
There are several interesting observations one can make. The most well determined combination (i.e., eigenvalue #1) is dominated by the 3,3 air flow (i.e., the total flow in or out of zone 3). Thus is appears that this combination is much more well determined (cf. 2.2 m 3 /hr) than the precision on that element (from table 1) would suggest ( cf. 43 m 3 /hr). In a similar way the last entry (i.e., #9) which represents the least well determined combination of air flows is dominated by the 1,3 value and is more poorly determined ( cf. 124 m 3 /hr) than its variance would indicate ( 43 m 3 /hr ). Such a result is not surprising-noting that that element was the one which came out with a physically impossible result.
There ar.e two pairs of rows (and columns) which are dominated by a nearly equal pair of values-indicating that the sum and difference of these two air flows is a principally determined quantity. With the exception of the #3, all of the eigenvectors that involve zone 1 have large variances; such a result may indicate a problem with the measurements in that zone.
We can take this example further by putting the physicality constraints on the point estimates. If we integrate the probability distribution over the allowed space, we find that only 31% of the initial distribution is in the physically permitted space.
In this example Q 13 is physically disallowed. We can use the minimization technique to find the best possible solution. Using the covariance and the physicality constraints the adjusted results become the following: 
The new point is, of course, physically allowed so that the offending element has been moved to the boundary. To do this with minimal change in the norm required that some of the other elements be adjusted also. The covariance calculated at this new point is different for two reasons: 1) the central value is slightly different and 2) the integral in eq. 22 induces a scale factor based on the minimization. The first reason is a small shift, but the scale factor for this dataset is approximately 0.9.
LBL-25772 TIME-SERIES DATA The preceding sections have described methods to estimate air flows from a single set of measured data. Many of the tracer gas systems currently in use measure the· concentrations and flows at a high data rate; that is, there are many measurements in the time it takes for the system (i.e., the air flows) to change significantly. In such a case, the data contains redundant information, which can be used to improve the estimate of the underlying air flow.
Physically we know that the flow values are correlated in time, and we can assume that we can estimate a (Gaussian) correlation time for the system-T Q· The most straightforward approach to solving the time series problem would be to do a fit for each time point (as described above) combined with a simultaneous correlation in time for all the points. However, since in such a global approach the number of dimensions in the fit grows very large, the computing requirements become unreasonable. (Requirements typically go as the cube of the number of dimensions.) Furthermore, such a global procedure is acausal; that is, values at any time are related to events that happened both before and after the event. We, therefore, would prefer an analysis method that is causal, local and contains fewer dimensions.
If we assume that over some time period, T q, the underlying system does not change much, we can then integrate the continuity equation (eq. 1) over this period and treat the air flows as constant. The integrated continuity equation will have a significantly smaller (data) covariance than the instantaneous one. The longer the integration time is the more precise the determination of the air flows will be. One must be careful, however, not to make the time too long or the assumption of constant air flows will break down and a bias will be introduced. The passive ventilation measurement technique suffers from this bias. 12 The trade-off between precision and bias in the selection of the integration time constant requires some prior knowledge about the system; however, for houses without mechanical systems, this time is typically on the order of one hour.
Because we know that the underlying air flows are smoothly varying causal functions of time, we can use a prior (i.e., previous in time) estimate of the air flows to improve a current estimate. To do so we must estimate an upper bound to the covariance between two air flow values separated by an integration time, and then use the prior-knowledge technique to find a new estimate. A very reasonable assumption is that the air flows change by much less than one air change rate in a correlation time. Thus if two measurements are made at a time 8t apar~:h~;io( ~vaF~ should be as follows:
Usually we assume the volume matrix to be diagonal and therefore the covariance matrix will be diagonal and has a very strong dependence on the correlation length, T Q· If more specific knowledge of the time behavior of air flows is known, a more detailed prior covariance than the above equation could be used. However, in most cases there is little to be gained by such a procedure. REPEAT for every time point in the dataset POST PROCESS the data for presentation or reduction. Weighted averaging may be accomplished using the covariance. The data may be filtered or smoothed to further reduce noise or unwanted frequencies without adding bias.
Time-Series Example .
. 13 LBL has recently completed a MultiTracer Measurement System (MTMS), that uses multiple tracer gasses in a fully automated manner to measure flows and concentrations for the purpose of determining air flows in a multizone environment. The analysis technique described herein was used to estimate the air flows from the data measured with MTMS.
As an example we have chosen a two-story house situated in the Seattle area of the state of-Washington. Figure 1 is a plot of air flow data calculated by integrating the data over a one hour period but no adjustment or incorporation of data was done ·on it. There are an entire set of air flows which may be graphed, but we have elected to show only the ones which are flows to the (upstairs) bedroom zone. The uncertainties are typically in the range of 1-10 m 3 /hr. As can be seen the data is very unstable; such behavior is not surprising as there is unsteady mixing of the tracer gasses in this house. Many of the points are cl~arly unphysical.
The house is insulated and has forced air (electric heat-pump) heating. This two story house has one third of the lower story taken up by an (unconditioned) garage; the main living area is upstairs. The floor plan is open with a wide, open stairway between the two floors. Each room has a heating register and the return is located in living area. Figure 2 is the same dataset after all of the steps in the analysis are completed. Most of the points needed to be adjusted and in some cases the adjustment was highly significant; however, when the posterior covariance was used to calculate a weighted average, the uncertainties are not changed significantly from the unimproved data. In general the data is both more accurate and more precise.
From the finer results in figure 2 it is possible to ascertain some of the behavioral effects going on in this house. For example, in the morning the heating system comes on after set back and presumably interior doors are opened and windows shut, while at bedtime the opposite happens. This shift can most readily be seen in·the January 15 data in LBL-25772 \.
• which the nightime flow between the two upper floor zones is increased at bedtime, while the flow from the lower zone is decreased as the forced air system no longer distributes the air between zones.
CONCLUSION
Point estimates of air flows are often desired for determining energy and pollutant flows in multizone buildings. Because of the high degree of correlation between different components, the analysis of multizone air flows from tracer concentration and flow data is a difficult task. The simple :1nalysis techniques, which are typically used to analyze such data, do not take into account the high degree of correlation and therefore may not provide a good picture of the situation.
This report has demonstrated that the estimates and their interpretation can be significantly improved by using the information contained in the covariance matrix. The following recommendations use the covariance to improve the point estimate and its interpretation:
• A principal component decomposition of the covariance matrix gives a better indication of th.e precision of the point estimate than do the individual variances.
• If prior information is available it should be incorporated into the estimate. The resolution matrix can then be used to determine how much the data determines the air flow parameters.·
• If the point estimate is physically impossible, the norm of the difference between that point and .the physical possible estimate should be minimized subject to the physicality constraint. The final covariance matrix can then be scaled based on the fit.
For time-series data:
• A correlation time should be chosen based on knowledge of the system being measured.
• For each desired output point the continuity equation should be integrated over the correlation time to maximize precision and minimize bias.
• The previous time series point should be used as a prior in the calculation of the current value.
Once the best estimate of the air flow matrix has been calculated, its covariance can be used to estimate its uncertainty. The eigenvalue techniques presented herein are superior to condition number error estimates because they can be used to 1) determine which linear combination of air flows can be determined independently, 2) how well determined are those combinations and 3) how much of the determination is due to the measured data and how much is due to prior knowledge about the system.
